Comparative Analytics
Going beyond benchmarks for culture insights and actionable intelligence

If you’re just looking for a “responses and a data file,” there are off-the-shelf
solutions for that. But that’s not what Energage provides. We’re in the business of
culture insights. If you want to understand your culture and learn the right way to
improve it, Energage is the best at:
1. Asking insightful questions
2. Finding and presenting insights from “agreement question” responses
3. Determining and prioritizing focus areas
4. Finding and presenting insights from employee comments

Most companies in our space claim they have benchmarks. We do that too – but don’t stop there.
Here’s how Energage is different and better:

Smart benchmarking
Energage offers the smartest benchmarking:
•

Individualized benchmarking: Our intelligence understands how employee responses differ
based on their relationship with your company.

•

Mixed sector benchmarking: Some organizations don’t fit neatly into a single sector. We can
apply the right benchmark to each area of your business.

•

Cultural overlay benchmarking: We know culture affects how employees respond to surveys.
Our benchmarking automatically adjusts for these variations.

Patented analytics
Our analytics are so powerful they’ve been awarded patents:
•

Accurate response scoring: Our probability-based approach is adapted from the high-stakes
testing industry.

•

Smartest focus areas: A core blend of benchmarked score, change, and importance as
well as hierarchy-awareness and “spidering,” distribution awareness, actionability, overlap,
comprehensiveness, and demographic adjacency.

•

Smartest comment analysis: Purpose-built for employee survey comments, benchmarked
theming, and benchmarked true-sentiment.

And that’s not all.

Welcome to comparative analytics
Advanced well beyond simple benchmarking, our comparative analytics apply reference data to individual
data points prior to aggregation rather than to the aggregation after the data points have been aggregated.
Here’s what it looks like.
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Why comparative analytics green “slices” are so important:
1.

The green slices are where meaningful insights
are found.

4.

These “proclivities” are adjusted to get to the real
story behind your data.

2.

Different slices are made up of employees who
have different inherent relationships with your
organization.

5.

Green slices are the output of complex math that’s
been simplified for you.

3.

Different inherent relationships drive them to
respond to employee surveys in different ways.

6.

Now with the right insights, you can take the right
actions.

Culture’s your competitive advantage
Our intelligence gets you there

Energage is an employee experience specialist that helps organizations realize their
full potential by building connections across the organization. With higher employee
engagement and intentional cultures, Energage customers are reducing turnover costs,
increasing productivity, and improving teamwork. They apply Top Workplaces research,
neuroscience, and expert insights that give clear next steps to developing an employeecentric approach to success.
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